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首先，本文基于 Jeffrey Wurgler 的“资本配置效率”模型，用中部六省


















































  Both capital accumulation and improving of capital allocation efficiency can 
promote economic growth. However, in the case of net capital outflow in a long time, 
it has important practical significance for central China to develop economic, and 
promote the Rise of Central China, from a point of view of improving capital 
allocation efficiency. The capital allocation efficiency model of Jeffrey Wurgler is 
referred to study the overall capital allocation efficiency from 1998 to 2009 on central 
China and the six provinces of central region first. The result is that the overall capital 
allocation efficiency of central China is 0.4539.Then the measurement of dynamic 
capital allocation efficiency of the various regions reveals that, capital allocation 
efficiency of central China shows the trend of first increasing then decreasing, and the 
results of six provinces different from each other. Then a regression of a panel data 
model of thirty-six industrial sectors of central China gives the industries’ capital 
allocation efficiency. The conclusion is in central China, capital allocation efficiency 
of traditional industries is higher while rising ones develop slowly. Finally, this paper 
studies how the process of market and its descendant factors impact the capital 
allocation efficiency，found the process of market allocation efficiency of capital has 
the significant effect；The relationship between government and market, and the 
development of the non-state economy, product market development level, elements 
of the growing degree of the market and the capital allocation efficiency have 
significantly positive correlation, and product market development degree and 
elements of the growing degree of the market have higher influence on capital 
allocation efficiency; The market intermediary development and legal system 
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70577.6 亿元，占全国总量的 19.3%；西部地区生产总值为 66973.5 亿元，占全国
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